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Canada’s favourite chicken
is now bite-sized.

All the taste.
And none of the work.

Made with
white meat

No
preservatives No artifi cial fl avours Zero

trans fats
Low in

saturated fat 
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1US IRI Start of the Snack Industry ’14; Ispos Marking. Canada Chat 2015 and Ipsos Five Chat Nov 2016; Nielsen Global Suvery, Q1 2014. 
2Foodnavigator.com, August 2014; Canadian Grover, Sep/Oct 2015. 

For more information about our products, please contact us at 1-855-SOFINA-1

The average Canadian snacks up to 6X a day1. In fact, 50% of everything Canadians eat 
is a snack!2 So give them something new to munch on with our Pub Style snacks, 
Popcorn Chicken and Chicken Fries!

Busy Canadian families needs quick and easy solutions when making dinner. 
No wonder 27% of Canadian households consume unfl avoured frozen chicken1. 
With Janes, any meal is complete in no time.  

1Chicken Usage and Attribute Study, September 2014. 

For more information about our products, please contact us at 1-855-SOFINA-1

Fully cooked
Canadian farm raised 

Zero
trans fats

No preservatives
No hydrogenated oils     

No artifi cial fl avours
No artifi cial colours

Excellent Source of Protein
Extra Lean 
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Home delivery is nothing new to the grocery game. In fact, grocers
have offered home delivery virtually since the beginning of the industry.
But today, with all the discussion of online grocery shopping, it seems
like it has become more imperative than ever and those who offer the
faster and more efficient service will be the winners.
To be fair, home delivery when tied into online shopping is much different

than the days when you could pick up the phone, call your local grocer and
get the roast delivered by a neighbourhood kid on their bike. Solving the
delivery conundrum is an essential component to making online grocery
shopping work. 
The first model successfully implemented in Canada is “click and collect”

where the consumer orders online but picks up at the store or some other
convenient location. This has its obvious limitations. Now, Loblaw, as one
example, has just partnered up with U.S. based Instacart to offer consumers
a “click, pick and deliver” service. Longo’s has seen success with its recently
purchased delivery service Grocery Gateway, while Sobeys has announced it
would launch an online grocery store in Toronto by 2020. Others, like Save
On, have invested in doing home deliveries with their own fleet of vehicles.
Loblaw and other behemoths of the industry are very concerned that

Amazon, despite their recent foray into brick and mortar, will dominate the
online business with their highly efficient delivery model. Right now, Amazon
has yet to start delivery of fresh groceries in Canada but AmazonFresh is
delivering veggies, milk and frozen goods to customers souh of the border.
Of course, it is still hard to imagine what the fuss is all about when it is

considered that less than two per cent of grocer shopping occurs online and
most Canadians prefer going to a store. But that does translate to billions
of dollars and who wants to be left behind from that?
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Getting the Facts Straight When
It Comes to Canada’s Favourite
Meat Protein

Chicken is Canada’s favourite
protein, according to a recent
survey conducted by Leger for
Chicken Farmers of Canada.
Eighty-four per cent of Canadi-
ans purchase fresh chicken on a
regular basis, and 90 per cent
place chicken among the top
three meats they eat most often
— consuming more chicken than
beef [72 per cent], pork [52 per
cent] or other meats.

Among all respondents, 84
per cent report they have some-
thing that they like about chick-
en. The most common reasons
Canadians like chicken products
include flavour/taste, the versa-
tility of chicken, and the fact
that chicken is a healthy source
of protein.

Despite their love of chicken
products, the survey also
reveals many Canadians don’t
have the full story when it
comes to their knowledge of
the Canadian chicken farming
industry:

· Only 43 per cent of respondents believe that Canadian chickens are raised  
without hormones or steroids, when in fact hormones and steroids have
not been used in Canadian chicken production for more than 50 years.

· On average, respondents who gave an answer, believed only 45 per cent   
of chicken farms in Canada are family owned and operated, when in 
reality Canada is home to 2,800 chicken farms and over 90 per cent 
are family owned and operated.

·  57 per cent of respondents correctly believe there are animal welfare 
standards applicable to all chicken farms across Canada. These 
standards are consistent, mandatory and third-party audited.

· 34 per cent of Canadians believe chicken is the most sustainable meat, 
and this checks out: Canadian chicken farms lead in sustainability with 
the lowest greenhouse gas emissions among all livestock commodities.

Kraft Heinz Canada announces New
Head of Business Development 

Kraft Heinz Canada has announced that
European veteran Bruno Keller will take on
the newly created role of Head of Business
Development. His role will focus on consoli-
dating business build activities and continu-
ing to strengthen the partnership between
the Brand Building, Innovation, Sales and
Operations teams.

For the past three years Keller was the
managing director of Kraft Heinz Italy where
he relaunched the entire infant food portfolio,
while growing the sauces business by triple
digits. One year ago, he expanded his responsibilities, overseeing the
creation of the Southeast Europe Business Unit for the company. 

“Bruno brings unique insights to our team as a sales and market-
ing leader,” said Carlos Piani, president of Kraft Heinz Canada. He
will help our internal and external partnerships and make us a more
effective organization.” 

The new restructure means that Kraft Heinz Canada’s Marketing
Sector Leads, Vince Vetere, head of the cheese sector, Fed Arreola,
head of the grocery sector and Graeme MacDonald, head of the
coffee sector will now report to Bruno. No other organizational
changes took place.

Highline Solidifies Leading Position
with Acquisition of
Prairie Mushrooms

Highline Mushrooms has acquired
Prairie Mushrooms, one of Western
Canada’s largest integrated mushroom growers and marketers. This
acquisition further strengthens Highline’s leading Western Canadi-
an operations and enhances its position as both the largest organic
mushroom grower and the only coast-to-coast mushroom grower in
Canada.   Highline’s Western Canadian operations now include five
farms in British Columbia and Alberta to best serve customers in
Western Canada and the United States.

Highline currently operates in Western Canada as All Seasons’
Mushrooms (“All Seasons”); post-acquisition the combination will
operate as Highline Mushrooms.   Highline will be led in Western
Canada by Duke Tran, the current president and founding share-
holder of Prairie Mushrooms.   

Highline’s more than 1,600 employees across Canada will continue
to focus on nourishing people, our communities and the environment. 

“Prairie is an excellent fit with our existing mushroom business in
Western Canada given its trusted position with key customers and
its significant organic growing capacity,” said Aaron Hamer, Highline
president and CEO. 

Bothwell Cheese Stacks Up Against
World’s Best

An entry into a global competition that started as a test run to
see how Bothwell Cheese products would fare against top-level
international competitors resulted in a silver medal for the compa-
ny’s Habanero with Cracked Black Pepper Monterey Jack.

The World Championship Cheese Competition, which took place in
Madison, Wisconsin from March 6-8, 2018, pitted some of the best
cheesemakers from around the world against each other. A total of 26
nations were represented with awards handed out in 121 categories.

“To compete with the best cheese producers in the world and be
recognized is such an incredible honour and a true testament to our
team’s dedication to producing quality cheese,” says Nathan Dueck,
production manager, Bothwell Cheese.

The company also stood up well in the highly competitive Ched-
dar categories where they beat out hundreds of entries, placing
fifth with their Medium White Cheddar and 7th with their Medium
Orange, Mild White and Sharp White Cheddars.

FCL Sees Record Sales
as 90th Anniversary
Approaches

Federated Co-operatives Limited is prepar-
ing for the future by investing and diversifying in Western Canada, CEO
Scott Banda told delegates at the organization’s annual meeting in
Saskatoon. In 2017, FCL recorded combined revenue of $9.8 billion.
Notably, sales of crop supplies, which include revenue from two new
fertilizer terminals, topped $1 billion for the first time. “Compared to
recent years, we saw improvements in 2017 with increased petroleum
sales at the retail level and strong performance in our ag business,”
said Banda. “As we mark our 90th anniversary in 2018, we continue to
build on the diversity of our organization through targeted invest-
ments and balanced growth. Working together as a federation, the Co-
operative Retailing System will find ways to develop our business and
face competition while focusing on investments that make our commu-
nities more sustainable over the long-term.”

TransCold Appoints
Melissa Leung

On the occasion of TransCold Distribution’s
15th anniversary, John Coughlan, CEO &
founder, announced the appointment of Melissa
Leung to the role of president of TransCold Dis-
tribution. Leung will provide strategic leader-
ship and guidance to the entire operations
— TransCold Distribution Ltd. and TransCold

Distribution (USA) Inc.  Leung held the prior position of vice-president
and has been with the company since its inception on December 1,
2002. She was named one of Business in Vancouver’s “Top 40 under
40” in 2010 and her drive and skillful execution is second to none.

Fresh Direct Produce Earns
Canada’s Best Managed Companies
Platinum Status

Fresh Direct Produce Ltd. has been
named as one of Canada’s Best Managed
Companies for seven consecutive years
and becomes a Platinum winner. “Our
team is honoured to receive the Best Managed Platinum Award for
maintaining our commitment to pursuing excellence.  Our business
continues to expand across our conventional, organics and import
produce divisions.  We are proud to announce new packing lines and
ripening rooms in both our brand new 53,000 sq. ft. facility in Cal-
gary and our South Vancouver (Kent Ave.) facility, to better serve
our customers.” says President and Co-Founder Davis Yung.

Bothwell cheesemakers, Nathan Dueck (centre) and Paul Meyer (right),
say cheese while accepting the silver medal on behalf of the entire
Bothwell Cheese team at last week’s awards banquet.

Bruno Keller

Correction Notice:
In the March/April issue in the Tea article titled ‘The Cup Runneth Over’

we incorrectly stated that Level Ground teas were ‘ethnically sourced’. This
should have read ‘ethically sourced’. We apologize for our error.
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Upcoming events 
calendar

May 22-24, 2018

Sweets & Snacks Expo
McCormick Place, Chicago, IL, USA
sweetsandsnacks.com

May 29-30, 2018

Store 2018
Toronto Congress Centre, Toronto, ON
www.storeconference.ca

June 10-12, 2018

IDDBA 18
New Orleans, LA, USA
www.iddba.org

June 12-14, 2018

World Tea Expo
Las Vegas Convention Center, 
South Hall. Las Vegas, NV, USA
www.worldteaexpo.com

Iwas recently invited by CEPAAL (Centre for the study
and Promotion of Olive Oil from the Alentejo) to Portu-
gal to tour the country’s chief olive oil producing

region. I’ve always used olive oil, but after this trip I have
found a whole new appreciation for this surprisingly ver-
satile precious golden liquid.

Few may know it, but Portugal produces some of the
finest olive oils in the world and they now want to make sure
Canadians are aware of the quality and variety produced.

Once I arrived in Lisbon I was greeted by a driver and
whisked through the narrow streets of the city off to my
hotel. We started the tour that night with an overwhelm-
ing welcome dinner that had everything from quail

(which we affectionately called the immature birds), to
boar and cod fish tongues. Of course, everything served
had an element of the local olive oil included, right down
to the immature birds. Teeming with the local cuisine and
some very well paired Portuguese wines, we made our
way back to our hotel to get ready for the busy next day.

The next day we hit the road to our first destination,
Courela do Zambujeiro. This was a beautiful little organic
olive oil farm run by a husband and wife who are dedicated
to keeping the process as natural and pure as possible.
On this farm they have employed the technique of
biodynamics which is a 100 per cent organic method of
farming, maintaining a respect and balance with nature. 

The next stop on the tour was Herdade do Esporao,
originally a wine producer they became interested in cre-
ating a new category of premium olive oils in Portugal in
the 1990s. What really interested me about this stop was
that it was a no-waste facility. Even the pits of the har-
vested olives were ground and then used as fuel for the
furnaces. After taking a tour of the grounds and facility
they brought us to an old tower on the property that
looked like it had been there for hundreds of years. 

After ascending the stairs to a large heavy wooden
door we entered into a beautifully remodeled tasting
room where we sampled different oils produced by this
particular farm. This is when I discovered all the different
subtle notes that are hidden inside different oils. From
hints of fresh cut grass, to almonds, to green apples it felt
like the first time I was really tasting olive oil. 

The last stop was at a facility located right in the city of
Moura. This mill was a cooperative consisting of over
4,000 members, 1,200 of whom are olive growers. This
mill had the capacity for 230 tons of olives per day; we
arrived later in the evening and there were still farmers
bringing in trucks loaded to the brim with olives. It
seemed like production would be going on all night. 

The evening ended with another sprawling dinner
accompanied with all the different varieties of oils we
had tried during the day, and in the company of some
new-found friends. ●

EVENT 

By Mike YeoPortugal & Back
Olive oils in the Alentejo region

Level Ground Trading – Fair Trade Pioneer Expands East
Level Ground Trading, the Fair Trade pioneer from Victoria BC, 
has announced iLevel

Management as its new sales broker team for Central and Eastern Canada. The iLevel
Management team, with its dedication in the health and natural category, will play a
significant role in Level Ground’s continued expansion throughout Canada. With a
strong market position in Western Canada, Level Ground is poised for another wave of
growth as iLevel Management expands its reach across Canada. Jimmy Vaid and his
team have experienced success through representing complementary brands, building
strong relationships, and providing accurate and powerful sales reporting. Level Ground
is excited to work with iLevel Management to bring fair trade and organic product lines

to an increasing number of sustainably-minded customers.

2018 BC Food and Beverage Award Finalists Announced
The BC Food Processors Association has announced the finalists for the 2018 BC

Food and Beverage Awards.   The winners for each award will be announced at the
annual Awards Gala & Dinner, which will be held at the beautiful Westin Bayshore
on June 21, 2018.   

“Congratulations to all of our nominees,” says James Donaldson, BCFPA
executive director and CEO.   “The awards recognize accomplishments of the food,
beverage and natural health products industries, which is the largest manufacturing
sector in BC, in both employment and economic inputs; $10.3 billion annually,
surpassing forestry,” Donaldson adds. 

“The FoodProWest Gala Awards Dinner is BC’s Food and Beverage Oscars,” says Donaldson, “It
celebrates the achievements of food and beverage companies, big and small, and their staff who work
hard to strengthen the industry as whole.” 

The hallmark award is the Product of the Year.   This year there are 26 nominees representing an amazing
assortment of unique BC products. The finalists for Product of the Year   (Gold, Silver, Bronze) will be
announced at the annual BCFPA Awards Gala & Dinner on June 21st.   www.bcfpa.ca
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Excite. Exceed. Exchange. Over two-days, members from the
grocery sector all converged in Vancouver, B.C., to learn and
collaborate as well as discover new products/services at the

annual Grocery & Specialty Food West trade show and conference.
Taking place April 23 and April 24, the trade show was enlivened

by increased buying opportunities with 45 per cent of exhibitors
offering exclusive trade show specials. As well, there was Retailer
Connect, which allowed for companies to meet with buyers and
pitch their wares.

In the mornings, the conference featured keynotes from Rory
Capern, formerly of Twitter and Google who spoke about how to
compete in the digital frontier.   As well, there were tons of statistics
around new growth opportunities such as meal kits, health and
organic from speakers such as Robert Carter of NPD Group and
Mark Petrie of CIBC Capital Markets.

POST SHOW REVIEW

Grocery Industry Gathers at Western Canada’s
Premier Conference & Trade Show

The Two Day Event Showcased the
Best in New Offerings Along with
Learnings from Experts

The trade floor at the Vancouver Convention Centre West featured the
Live Well, Canada Connect and First Timers’ pavilions. 

Among the Top 10 in Grocery Winners this year:

Best Convenience: Blue Dragon 3 Step Meal Kits (ID Foods)

Best Health/Wellness: Apple & Eve Vegan Protein Smoothie
(A. Lassonde Inc)

Best Oil: Canada Golden-Pure Cold Pressed Camelina Oil (STEP)

Best Non-Food:  CasusGrill (CasusGrill Canada)

Best  Refrigerated:  Egg Bakes Crustless Quiche (Burnbrae Farms)

Best Condiment/Spread/Sauce: Fatso Hybrid Peanut Butter (Fatso)

Best Frozen: Monteli Cauliflower Thin Crust Pizza (Tree of Life)

Best Beverage: Partake Pale Ale (Partake Brewing)

Best HABA:  Sugar & Spice-Pink Sugar Body Lotion (Sugar & Spice)

Best Sustainable:  World Centric Certified Compostable Party
Plates (On Green Go Solutions)

Best booth winners include:

• Best Marketed: Fatso Peanut Butter
• Best Single Booth: Grainworks Inc.
• Best Double Booth:  Trace Beverages: Naturo Group
• Best Multi Booth: Weston Foods

Along with the conference and trade show, there were plenty of
opportunities to network. From the Trade Show Mix and Mingle, to
the Sunday Steamworks’ Reception, and Monday dinner, there was
ample opportunity for retailers and manufacturers to connect. ●

Be sure to get your Exhibitor Space for 2019 Grocery & Specialty
Food West, Contact Rolster Taylor: rtaylor@cfig.ca. 
Check out the National show in Toronto, October 23 & 24, 2018,
www.GroceryInnovations.com

Questions? Contact info@cfig.ca
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As consumers con-
tinue to search for
fresh and healthy food

to eat, the produce department
has become increasingly important.
So how can the produce manager provide
just the right balance of fruits and vegetables to
please everyone, while merchandising products successfully
to increase sales?
According to a 2016 wrap-up report from Neilson, citrus

fruits saw huge growth. Nectarine sales across Canada grew
by 12 per cent, limes by eight per cent, the combined sales
of tangerines, clementines and mandarins were up by six
per cent, while lemons were up two per cent. The biggest
story was avocados at 23 per cent. Then there were kiwis at

a four per cent increase and
melons at two per cent.
There was a notable increase in

denser, more filling vegetables.
Cauliflower, yams and zucchini rose 12 per

cent, 10 per cent and eight per cent respectively,
while corn, beets and broccoli rose six per cent.

Bagged lettuce also saw increases to seven per cent.
The average store size at Country Grocer, a grocery chain

on Vancouver Island, in British Columbia, is 45,000 square
feet, with produce departments of 6,000 square feet. Combined
produce sales is 15-18 per cent weekly, with organic sales
growing at a rate of 50 per cent weekly.
“The produce department contains sub departments,”

says Rob Johnson, produce operations manager for Country
Grocer, for the past 17 years.  “A full tofu section, fresh

PRODUCE By Karen Barr

Courtesy of Shutterstock
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bottled juice, a full packaged salad
section, a-full organic section and new
to all of our stores is our full cut fruit
and vegetable program.”
“The demand for convenient, ready-

to-eat vegetables has been on the rise,”
says Jacob Shafer, senior marketing and
communication specialist at Mann

Packing, a leading supplier of vegetables
in Salinas, California. He suggests retailers
stock up on vegetable blends that are
easy to use like Mann’s Power Blend with
Brussels sprouts, Napa cabbage, kohlrabi,
broccoli, carrots and kale to use in salads,
smoothies, or sautés. 
“Consumers have shown they

are willing to pay premiums
for organics because they
generally view the products as
healthier compared to their
conventional counterparts.”
says Shafer.  

He points to Mann’s new Organic Super
Blend that is loaded with crunchy veggies
including kale, colored carrots, green
cabbage and broccoli, offering an appealing
mix of flavours and textures.  And long-
time staple items are now being added to
the organic line like the company’s broccoli
coleslaw or sugar snap peas. 
Accompaniments to complement produce

offer add-ons. “The refrigerated dressing
category is uniquely positioned for growth,”
say Camille Balfanz, brand manager of
Litehouse, Inc. in Sandpoint, Idaho.
Balfanz suggests placing refrigerated

salad dressings next to bagged salad or
fresh cut vegetables, but to also add
secondary placements, such as placing
organic dressing next to organic produce.
“Our creamy Caesar dressings are our most

popular products in Canada,” says Balfanz.
It’s available in classic, Romano Caesar for
cheese lovers and Garlic Caesar.  In May,
Litehouse launches three new certified
organic creamy flavours: Caesar, Ranch, and

Blue Cheese.  
Another key to

m e r c h a n d i s i n g
Johnson says is to
cross-merchandise.
Baking potatoes, garlic,
fresh packaged herbs
and packaged mush-
rooms are also cross-
merchandised in the

meat department. Johnson places lemons
in the fish department and fresh cut
vegetables and fruit in the deli department.  
Kelly Freeman, marketing manager for

Sabra Canada, a company which specializes
in fresh topped hummus and dips, in
Toronto, Ontario, suggests merchandising
vegetables platters right next to fresh

dips and guacamoles as healthy pairing
suggestion.  “People want to eat real food
and to taste flavours from around the
world,” she says
The most popular hummus is the classic,

followed by the Roasted Red Pepper, which
bring the taste of the Mediterranean. The
newest flavour is the Limited Edition Sweet
& Smoky BBQ Hummus with Jackfruit and
Smoked Paprika.  As for guacamole classic
is the favourite flavour, followed by the
bolder punch of Spicy Garlic. 

Litehouse has launched three new 
certified organic creamy flavours.

Creative merchandising and paying attention to
what is trending with consumers will help retailers
see more growth in the produce department.

The average size of a Country Grocer
produce department is 6,000 square
feet, and contains sub departments.

Mann’s Organic Super Blend is loaded with
crunchy veggies and offer an appealing mix
of flavours and textures. Mann’s Power Blend
(right) are easy to use and meet the demand
for ready-to-eat vegetables.

Sweet & Smoky BBQ
Hummus with Jackfruit and Smoked Paprika is
a limited edition hummus from Sabra Canada.
Roasted Red Pepper is Sabra Canada’s second
most popular hummus.
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Sabra has updated their logo and redesigned the product
packages. The lid is now transparent, with design elements that
reflect Saba’s kitchen fresh approach. 
As for berries Johnson likes to cross-merchandise by adding

packages to the bakery to pair with cakes and other baked goods.
“Whether you cross-merchandise with dessert items or healthier

options like spinach, salad mix, or smoothie mix-ins, cross-
merchandising can help increase traffic,” says Jim Grabowski, vice-
president of marketing for Well•Pict Berries, in Watsonville, California.
Which berries are most popular?  “Strawberries and raspberries

have both increased sig-
nificantly in popularity
amongst consumers over
recent years. Strawberries
continue to be a favourite
fruit among children.
“Building on the berry
patch display style, while
strategically bringing in
other items that pair
deliciously with fresh
strawberries is a sure way
to increase sales.”
In conclusion, produce

departments that offer
customers a fresh selection
of fruits and vegetables, paying attention to what is trending,
while offering a variety of sub departments, and add-on products
that pair well, will continue to see growth. Creative merchandising
sends the right message to the customer.  ●

COOKIES & CRACKERS

By Ronda Payne

Cookies and 
Crackers 
continue to be a 
staple demanded by 
consumers even if their
demands fluctuate. 

Cookies are more than a treat pulled
out when company comes over, just
as crackers fill more roles than a soup

accompaniment. Cookies and crackers are as
much staples in household pantries as ever.
Whether it’s classic tastes, new healthier
options or premium choices, retailers do
well to maintain both standards and new
varieties to meet shopper demands.
Those demands continue to grow.

Christine Sorensen, shopper marketer with
Mondelez Canada notes the Canadian cookie
and cracker market is valued at $1.3 billion
and is growing at 2.4 per cent. Cookies are
at 1.9 per cent dollar volume growth while
crackers are at three per cent. 
“Cookies and crackers are very much a

staple with a combined household
penetration of 97.3 per cent,” she notes. 
Lisa Zdunich, Canadian sales and

marketing manager, Walkers Shortbread,
has also seen the persistence of cookies
as a segment. 
“Cookies are always going to be a staple

in any store selling food,” she says.
“With the amount of variety available —
4,000-plus items in the category — there
is something for everyone.”
Premium import cookies are on the

rise, notes Anthony Morello, president of

Aurora Importing and Distributing, who
says the new chocolate-enrobed Gran
Pastticceria line from Loacker has seen
exceptional uptake. 
“We believe that one of the significant

reasons for the growth is better availability
and visibility of global iconic brands such
as Loacker and Vicenzi which resonate
with many immigrants as brands and
products they recognize from their
motherland,” he explains. 
Julie Therrien, sales director for west

and export with Leclerc agrees that the
import market is having a positive effect
on the cookie category. 
“A lot of the imported cookies, specialty

cookies, have made their way to Canada
more than they ever have before,” she notes. 
Consumer familiarity also drives cookies.
“People, they like to indulge, they like

a snack, they like a treat,” Therrien says.
“It’s part of the consumption habits since
we were kids to eat cookies. I think it’s a
category that will always be there.”
Consumers, however, are fickle and

although a treat is a great reason to enjoy
a cookie or cracker, there are times when
healthier options play a part. 
“The trend over the last few years

continues to be premium, included in that

is a demand for biscuits that are free from
additives, artificial colourings and
flavourings,” Zdunich says. “Canadian
consumers read labels and they want to
know what is in their food. This is especially
relevant considering the growing list of food
allergies and intolerances in our market.”
Morello explains that people are looking

for healthier products made with more
natural and less artificial flavours and
ingredients; yet, there is still that
indulgence as a release or moment to
escape everyday stresses.
This floundering is something Bruce

Hanna, grocery merchandising manager
with Buy-Low Foods, has also seen in both
categories. 
“Current trends in the cookie category

include bite-sized Paleo diet-based snacks,”
he says. “These Paleo snacks are generally
free of gluten, dairy, soy and refined
sugars and are high in protein. Gluten
free cookies also continue to be a popular
choice with consumers.”
Sorensen adds that millennials are key

drivers of snacking and expect transparency
in their food choices. 
“Consumers want snacks to serve

different purposes dependent upon the
time of day, what they are doing, or even

HEALTHY, BUT STILL SNACKING

Courtesy of Shutterstock

Well Pict Berries notes that strawberries and raspberries have both
increased significantly in popularity over recent years.

“Building on the berry patch display style,
while strategically bringing in other items
that pair deliciously with fresh strawberries
is a sure way to increase sales.”



Toronto: 1-800-263-7054
Montreal: 1-800-363-2606
Calgary: 1-800-665-1298 
Vancouver: 1-800-661-9655 

www.treeoflife.ca

Also available :   

Gluten Free Ginger & Lemon Shortbread Gluten Free Chocolate Chip Shortbread

Now The World’s Finest Shortbread  
can be enjoyed by all!
The same pure-butter taste, aroma  
and texture, but without the gluten.  

Delicious
Indulgent
Gluten Free

No Compromise 

www.walkersshortbread.com  
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what week it is,” she says. “Consumers
are demanding more from snacks with a
noticeable shift to well-being. They’re
seeking relevant benefits and real
ingredients. Foods that are gluten free,
organic and not genetically modified are
appealing to consumers.”
Therrien would like to see more

uniqueness in the category, but notes the
advancements like gluten free are a very
small portion of the segment.
“I think we need to innovate a little

and then bring in different types of
cookies, but a cookie is a cookie,” Therrien
says. “I think in general, the trend with
the consumer is looking for less sugar
and gluten free.”
Zdunich feels the trend towards clean

products, free from additives and
preservatives, is one that will continue.
She explains that Walkers Shortbread has
had the same simple, traditional recipe
for 120 years: flour, butter, sugar and
salt. The gluten free line is also simply-
made but includes a blend of rice, maize
and potato flour in place of wheat flour.
In crackers, Mondelez is building on

the well-being trend by expanding the
GOOD THINS portfolio to include two new

flavours, Chipotle Tomato and Sea Salt
with no artificial colours, flavours,
cholesterol or trans fat. RITZ Crisp & Thins
will also have the new flavours of Smoked
Chipotle and Sweet Chili & Sour Cream.
Mondelez has three new OREO Thins

flavours and is expanding into a new usage
occasion with the launch of OREO Thins
Bites, which brings a new sweet munching
experience to consumers in three flavours.
Morello believes the category will be

redefined with continued focus and
emphasis on premium, natural and perhaps
even functional attributes.
Merchandising for both cookies and

crackers tends to be most successful in
specific sections, but with specialty items
in their own sub-section.
“We merchandise the cookie section by

blocking the large national brands
together,” Hanna explains. “This section
then rolls into the imported cookies and
then finally alternative types of cookies.”
The approach for crackers is the same

with a block of national brands, then
imported followed by alternative crackers. 
“It’s all about display, display, display,”

says Sorensen. “Having cookies and
crackers on display is critical to drive

conversion and basket size given snacking
impulsivity and their expandability.” 
She notes half of all cookies and crackers

are unplanned purchases that need displays
in high-traffic locations.
“There is still tremendous impulse in this

category and an opportunity to tell a story
to consumers around the attributes of the
specialty side of the business,” notes Morello.
“People are okay with paying a little more
if we can show them why it’s worth it.”
Cookies are definitely still an impulse

buy and cross-merchandising can be quite
effective. 
“Biscuits are the perfect item to cross-

merchandise and display in floor stands
for quick impulse pick-up,” Zdunich says.
“Especially seasonally, biscuits need to be
out and visible in store.”
Hanna notes that cookies work well

cross-promoted with hot beverages like
tea and coffee while soda crackers near
soup and custom crackers go well with
deli cheeses, meats and spreads.
Consumers are demanding — especially

when it comes to what they want in cookies
and crackers. By stocking premium items,
classics and healthier options, the ability
to meet demands is greatly increased.   ●

Grow your category 
sales with Loacker

Pure goodness!



The 15th edition of the international food & beverage tradeshow (SIAL Canada) and the
equipment and technology section (SET Canada), which took place from May 2nd to 4th at
Montreal’s Palais des Congrès, concluded a historic edition. SIAL Canada and SET Canada
have once again established themselves as the not-to-be-missed event for the country’s
agri-food industry. 

With 1,068 exhibitors, brands from 51 countries, and 20,771 professional visitors from
roughly 60 countries, this edition of SIAL Canada and SET Canada has once again proven to
be a success, both in terms of its offerings and its visitors. According to Xavier Poncin, Exec-
utive Director of SIAL Canada, the 2018 edition has confirmed the prominence of this gath-
ering, which is without a doubt both a source of inspiration for the North American industry,
as well as an instrumental place where everything happens and decisions are made. 

With a show that was already sold out as of February 2018, never has local representation result-
ed in such an exceptional range of international products or so many crucial innovations. “This edi-
tion of the show is by far the most successful and complete in our history. This result is due to our
ability to position our event as a leader in terms of the impressive variety of its offerings, its diver-
sity in terms of the geography and industry sectors of its demand - and above all else, because of
the high-level, cutting-edge content delivered via its conferences, workshops and hosted activities.
We can unequivocally say that the objective of an ‘everything under one roof’ show has never been
as fully achieved as it was this year. The 2019 edition is already well underway, more than 30 per

cent have already been registered dur-
ing these three days - which is a first
for the show! Add to this wonderful
achievement the very long waiting list
of companies that weren’t able to take
part in the 2018 show, and SIAL Cana-
da 2019 - which will take place from
April 30th to May 2nd at Toronto’s
Enercare Centre—is already off to a
very auspicious start.”  

For the second time, SIAL Canada
also had the pleasure of associating
itself with both the ARQ Contacts
show, which took place on May 2nd at
Palais des Congrès and hosted 518

visitors as well as 144 exhibitors from the Quebec foodservice industry and with CTAQ for the
Gala Evening for Young People in Food, which took place under the same roof. 

SIAL Canada’s official buyers program - in partnership with the governments of Quebec
(MAPAQ) and Ontario (OMAFRA), as well as EDC, the Association des détaillants en alimen-
tation du Québec, COTA and AFI - also broke previous records by welcoming more than 100
buyers and 300 exhibitors seeking to meet buyers from all over the world as part of a
dynamic, professional and effective process! 

A record total of 150 applications were submitted this year for the 11th edition of the SIAL
Innovation contest. At the SIAL Innovation space on the first day of the show, the three big
winners and two special prizes (packaging and organic) were unveiled in front of visitors and
the press. Congratulations to: 

• THREE FARMERS, for its GOLD-WINNING roasted green peas. 
• CUCINA & AMORE, for its SILVER-WINNING ready-to-eat vegan meals. 
• CRICKSTART, for its BRONZE-WINNING cricket-based protein bars.

This year, the show offered 50 conferences covering important topics. Also, during this
edition, more than 25 demonstration and discovery workshops were made available to pro-
mote the industry’s products and expertise. In addition, a colourful new event was held for
the first time, on the second evening of the show: the show’s VIP Evening in collaboration
with renowned chef Chuck Hughes. Nearly 400 industry professionals gathered in a relaxed
setting with a beer and cheese theme. It was an unforgettable evening! ●

POST SHOW UPDATE

The 2018 Edition of SIAL Canada
and SET Canada in Montreal
For its 15th edition, Canada’s SIAL international food show celebrates
upcoming food revolutions with local and international flavours! 

Finally, the 2018 edition’s experts, 
the true ambassadors who arduously
worked before and during the show 
to be available to our SIAL Canada
clients for questions regarding their
respective fields of expertise.  

Here they are:  

INNOVATION EXPERTS
Isabelle Marquis, food and health marketing 
consultant and Dana McCauley, CEO of 
Blue Unicorn Innovation 

CHEESE EXPERT
Gurth Pretty, senior category manager – Deli Cheese –
Conventional Stores (Loblaw / Provigo / Real Atlantic
Superstores / Your Independent Grocers) 

ORGANIC EXPERT
Tia Loftsgard, executive director at the Canada 
Organic Trade Association 

HEALTH EXPERT
Jane Dummer, principal and founder of 
Jane Dummer Consulting 

DIGITAL EXPERT
Stephane Ricoul, digital change accelerator 

PACKAGING EXPERT
Carol Zweep, manager of packaging, food & 
label compliance at NSF 

ETHNIC-PRODUCT EXPERT
B.K. Sethi, president of B.K. Sethi Marketing Ltd 

BEVERAGE EXPERT
Jean-Sébastien Michel, owner of Alambika 
and Jesemi Distribution 

FOOD-SERVICE EXPERT
Bernard Boutboul, executive director of Gira Conseil  

FDA COMPLIANCE EXPERT
Bob Bauer, president of the Association of Food Industries 

OLIVE-OIL EXPERT
Christine Cheylan, manager of Château 
Virant Olive Oils 

PACKAGING EXPERT
Bruno Ponsard, executive director of ITEGA 

SUPPLY-CHAIN EXPERT
Daniel Clark, senior manager – Standards at GS1 Canada 

THE NEXT SIAL CANADA AND SET CANADA TRADESHOW WILL BE HELD FROM APRIL 30TH TO MAY 2ND, 2019, AT TORONTO’S ENERCARE CENTRE. 
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CONGRATULATIONS  
TO THE 10 FINALISTS OF THE  
2018 SIAL INNOVATION CONTEST

Partners :

 
SIAL, a subsidiary of Comexposium Group

PEA POPS
THREE FARMERS

threefarmers.ca

PROTEIN BARS
CRICKSTART

crickstart.ca

ORGANIC RAW 
GASPACHOS 
IMPRESS FOODS

impressfoods.com

CAULIFLOWER 
QUICK MEAL
CUCINA & AMORE

cucinaandamore.com

EXTRA FRUIT CHIA 
FRUIT SPREADS
WORLD OF CHIA

worldofchia.com

ORGANIC PUFFED-
DRIED FRUITS AND 
VEGETABLES
EWA-BIS

ewa-bis.com

MORE FRUIT, LESS 
SUGAR YOGURT
TREE ISLAND  
GOURMET YOGURT

treeislandyogurt.com

ORGANIC FRUITS 
LIQUID PUREE
NEXT INGREDIENTS

nextingredients.ca

URBAN PICNIK
MA VITRINE BIO

urbanpicnik.com

BIO-BASED 
INGREDIENTS
FUMOIR GRIZZLY

grizzly.qc.ca

JOIN US IN TORONTO FROM APRIL 30th TO MAY 2 nd, 2019, FOR SIAL CANADA’S 16th EDITION! 
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Keeping product fresh and reducing
food waste is the stuff of retail
grocers’ nightmares. The volume of

product categories presents unique chal-
lenges in maintaining product integrity.
Refrigerated cases represent significant
capital investment in equipment, mainte-
nance and operating expenses. Improved
technology and design elements offer
more efficient and appealing options. 
Esthetic appeal and consumer be-haviour

heavily influence what kind of equipment

suits a particular retailer. 
“Visual appeal for consumers is

important,” says Granett Douglas, vice-
president of foodservice with GBS
Foodservice Equipment. “Small design
elements make a difference.”

Cool Optics
New in the design of refrigerated cases

is the move toward more geometric shapes. 
“Square design is the new trend we are

seeing out of Europe, like with our Infrico

brand,” notes Douglas. “The shape looks
cleaner and larger in retail locations. It
lends itself to easier merchandising.”
Refrigerated equipment makes up a

significant portion of a retail grocery
operation, so consistent esthetics are
important to creating brand image. This
is true for large and small scale operations. 
Matt Judkins, director of corporate

marketing communications with Hussmann
Corporation consulted with their team of
product managers who also cite this as an

STORE DESIGN: REFRIGERATION

By Karen D. Crowdis

Courtesy of Shutterstock



Finalists for 25th Anniversary 
Canadian Grand Prix New Products 
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Retail Council of  Canada  (RCC) has
revealed the  finalists for the 25th Anniver-
sary Canadian Grand Prix New Product
Awards. The 119 submissions are the most
impressive new products launched into the
Canadian market in 2017.    

The 25th  Anniversary Canadian Grand
Prix finalists are a true reflection of “the
best of the best” from across Canada.
These outstanding new products come
from both established manufacturers as
well as from new suppliers, smaller bou-
tiques and family-owned retailers.

“Not only is it the 25th Anniversary of
the Canadian Grand Prix New Product
Awards but the competition experienced a
20 per cent increase in submissions to be
evaluated by our judging panel of 27 indus-
try experts,” said  Diane J. Brisebois, presi-
dent and CEO, Retail Council of Canada.
“Canadians are craving genuine newness
and retailers have delivered. This year’s
products were outstanding and drew high-
er overall scores from our panel.” 

“The products evaluated this year tend-
ed to be higher quality, targeting an
upscale client that wants a clean, simple

ingredient list and a flavour profile of both
healthy and exotic,” said Marcus A. VonAl-
brecht, chef and jury chair who oversaw
the judging panel.

Each year, companies of all sizes submit
their new consumer packaged goods for
nomination. A jury of Canada’s leading
retailers, experts, consumers and influ-
encers evaluates the best in new food and
consumer products. To become a finalist, a
product must score at least 70 per cent in
the judging process. 

Finalists and winners are recognized by the
industry and can use the Canadian Grand Prix
logo on their packaging. Finalists also receive
exposure in a variety of digital and printed
publications, distributed to more than one
million Canadians across the country. RCC
also supports the awards with extensive trade
support in  Canadian Retailer.     

To view a complete list of finalists, visit
http://www.rccgrandprix.ca/content/finalists
.The winners of the 25th Canadian Grand
Prix New Product  Awards will be announced
at the  Awards Gala on  May 30, 2018,  follow-
ing the second day of Retail Council of Cana-
da’s  STORE Conference, which is Canada’s

biggest retail conference. 
Additional organizations are collaborating

with RCC to celebrate the 25th Anniversary
Canadian Grand Prix New Product Awards.
For breaking news, visit www.rccgrand-
prix.ca.

RCC’s Grocery Division represents  Canada’s
largest grocery retailers, encompassing
more than 95 per cent of the market in
Canada. It is a source of information,
advice and expertise on all matters affecting
food retail, including food safety and recall,
labelling, nutrition, health and wellness,
product packaging, supply chain issues,
and environmental stewardship. ●
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important consideration. Their Insight
cases have multiple, flexible applications,
“allowing for a consistent esthetic
throughout the store.”
The visual appeal of cases has to

translate to ease of use for both consumers
and store staff for merchandising. Ensuring
cases can be merchandised efficiently
means customers will be able to find what
they need, reducing lost sales. 

Efficiently Changing
In addition to esthetics, grocers need

to be aware of the technological
advancements that improve operational
efficiency. Advances in cooling designs
are reducing the environmental impact of
these units. In particular, the Global
Warming Potential (GWP) rating of a system
is becoming an important consideration.
“It’s a huge change in the market,”

Douglas says. “Canada is ahead of the
curve for environmental impact. Our
products are using R290 refrigerant, which
has a high ecofriendly rating. The use of
LED lights also decreases energy use.”
Hussmann Corporation also notes this is

a new trend in equipment design. They
indicate that lower GWP refrigerants are an
important component with equipment,
including R290 and CO2. Their Freedom
Line cases allow for merchandising flexibility,
which improves efficiencies of operations
staff. Hussmann Corporation suggests that

distributed systems, package systems and
propane are other new developments
trending in refrigeration design. 
These developments are a double win

for retailers. First, they can build loyalty
with environmentally conscious consumers.
Secondly, operators will benefit from
reduced operational costs. 

Waste Reduction
Ultimately, maintaining product integrity

is paramount. GBS has a blast chiller
technology that reduces the risk of surface
damage and deterioration of product.
“The Intelligent Food Recognition (IFR)

technology automatically adjusts for the
food its working on,” says Douglas. “Adjusting
for internal, surface and cavity temperatures,
it minimizes shrinkage, maintains the
structural integrity of the food and ensures
food is usable and not wasted.” 
Given the recent mainstream news

attention on food waste, that can be an
important consideration. 
According to Hussmann Corporation,

retailers need to engage shoppers who shop
by occasion. Their Insight cases offer
flexibility enabling grocers to cross-
merchandise complementary products side
by side, which can create incremental sales. 

Where to Start
Whether they are facing new build or

redesign, there are key factors to evaluate

Shortlist features innovative new products geared at
a more upscale client and sophisticated palate

GBS Foodservice Equipment provides blast chiller technology that reduces the risk of damage and deterioration of product. 

Hussmann Corporation provides retailers their Freedom Line as well as their Insight cases.

in determining refrigeration needs.
“Basically, grocers should consider a

customer centric design — cases that
merchandise well and customers can easily
access products,” states Douglas. “Essentially
map out the customer journey through a
store and think of all the pitfalls and
address those issues. In particular, smaller
operations should commit to the perfect
customer experience and work backward
to determine needs for their location.”
Douglas continued, “From there, look at

equipment reliability and really look at the
back-end service as well as the actual
construction quality of the equipment.”
Hussmann Corporation’s team also noted

grocers should consider the lifetime cost
of ownership, not just the initial capital
outlay. Consider the environmentally
friendly design elements, energy costs,
geographic location and its impact on
performance. In addition, retailers should
consider what kind of access their market
region has to qualified service technicians
and finally think about potential future
expansion plans. 
Cleaning and maintenance are key

considerations. However, the most important
aspect of refrigeration design is knowing
the end goal. Meet with qualified
refrigeration specialists who suggest and
explain equipment options. Choose a
supplier who can support the purchase and
the nuts and bolts of service — it is not
just about pricing. Further, retailers need
suppliers who can partner with them for
the life of the refrigeration system. 
Given the significant capital investment

required with refrigerated cases, their
maintenance and operation, retailers have
a lot to consider to make the right
investment. New esthetic and technological
design elements improve efficiency, decrease
food waste, and enhance consumer
experiences, which ultimately improves
retailer bottom lines. ●



The Canadian Grand Prix New Product Awards™
recognize food, non-food and private label categories, 

117 finalists in all from dairy to personal care. 

Finalists Food 

9314-8591 Quebec Inc | 
Emmi Canada

Kaltbach Creamy & Tasty
A.Lassonde Inc
Oasis Infusion 

A.Lassonde Inc
Oasis Hydrafruit 1.65L

AB World Foods
Blue Dragon 3 Step

AB World Foods
Patak’s 3 Step

Arla Foods Inc.
Castello Double Creme White

Arla Foods Inc.
Castello Double Creme Blue

Arla Foods Inc.
Arla Havarti Snack 12X504GR

Bimbo Canada ( Canada Bread
Company Limited)

Tia Rosa Mexican Meal Kit

Bimbo Canada ( Canada Bread
Company Limited)
Tia Rosa Fajita Kit

Bleumer
Cubes for tartar Sushi 

à la maison

Bonduelle
Spinach dip, artichoke 

and seasoning
Bridor

Au Pain Doré Origine Pastries
Burnbrae Farms Ltd

Egg Bakes Crustless Quiche
Burnbrae Farms Ltd

Eggs2Go!

Burnbrae Farms Ltd
Egg Bakes! Patties

Canada Dry Mott’s Inc.
Mott’s Clamato

Canada Dry Mott’s Inc.
Mott’s Fruitsations +Fibre

Cavendish Farms
CF FlavourCrisp Oven Chips

Conagra Brands
Hunt’s Heirloom Tomatoes

Dole Foods of 
Canada Company

Dole resealable fruit pouch 
Earth’s Own Food Company

SoFresh Cold Brew
Earth’s Own Food Company

SoFresh Oat
Finica Foods
Lenberg Farms

Flow Water
Flow Alkaline Spring Water
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FOURMI BIONIQUE INC.
NUTBROWN GRAIN 
FREE GRANOLA

Gay Lea Foods Co-operative
Nordica Smooth Cottage Cheese

Grains of Health
RICE CRACKERS

Hain-Celestial Canada, ULC.
Tilda

Heartland Food 
Products Group

Splenda Stevia No Calorie 
Sweetener

High Liner Foods
Can’t Mess It Up! Wild Pink

Salmon
Jan K Overweel Limited
Duero fruit jelly & cheese

Jewels Under The Kilt
Maple Roasted Nuts

Kicking Horse Coffee
Kicking Horse Coffee Cold Brew

Kraft Heinz Canada
McCafé Premium Roast 100%

Compostable Pods

Kraft Heinz Canada
KRAFT All Natural 
Peanut Butter

Kraft Heinz Canada
Philadelphia Whipped BOLD 227g 

Kraft Heinz Canada
Classico Riserva Pasta Sauce

Krinos Foods Canada Ltd
Krinos Greek Barrel aged feta

Lamontagne Chocolate inc.
Lamontagne Collection

Left Field Foods
SPOKES Puffed Potato Snacks

Les Aliments Dainty Foods Inc.
Dainty Rice

Maple Syrup Producers’ 
Cooperative

inü Cranberry Maple Drink

Mars Inc
M&M’S® Caramel Milk 
Chocolate Candies

Nestlé Canada
AERO Dark Cherry Truffle Tablet 

Olivieri Foods
Skillet Gnocchi

Olymel
Nitrite-free deli meats

PBF The Pita Bread Factory
Bakestone Brothers Certified 

Organic Tortillas

PBF The Pita Bread Factory
Bakestone Brothers Certified

Organic Bagels

Plats du chef 
Vegetable & Chicken 

Quinoa Bowl 
PRANA

Chocolate Bark
Quality Cheese Inc.

Chimay

RIVIERA
RIVIERA GREEK YOGOURT 0% M.F.

40% LESS SUGAR

Naturally Homegrown 
Foods Ltd.

Hardbite Chips

Rubicon Food 
Products Limited

RUBICON ‘NO SUGAR ADDED’ 
100% JUICE BLEND
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Finalists Private Label

Sarah Cole Cider
Whip

St-Hubert
Smoked Meat Tourtiere St-Hubert

Terra Beata Farms Ltd.
Refrigerated NFC Juice 

Cocktail, 1.75L

Terra Beata Farms Ltd.
40% Less Sugar Whole 
Dried Cranberrries

Three Farmers Products
Three Farmers Pea Pops

ThreeWorks Snacks
ThreeWorks Apple Chips 

Crinkle Crunch
Traditional Medicinals

Stress Soother

Twinings® of London
Twinings® Exotic Mango 
and Ginger Green Tea

Unilever
Hellmann’s Vegan

Unilever
Knorr Selects

Viau Foods Ltd.
Thin sliced Salametti

Finalists Non-Food 

Cascades Tissue Group
Cascades FluffTM

Namëna Biosciences
IGNITE-SX

Sunstar Americas Inc. (Canada)
GUM Flossers

Carlton Cards
Chairs to You

Hallmark Canada
Star Wars Collection Jedi Master Set

Hallmark Canada
STAINED GLASS SHADOWBOX

Private Label Food
FEDERATED CO-OPERATIVES LIMITED
Co-op Gold Perogies
Co-op Gold PURE Smoked Steelhead
Co-op Gold PURE Cold Pressed Juice
Co-op Gold PURE Mustard
Co-op Gold Cookies

Longo Brothers Fruit Markets Inc.
Longo’s Signature Muffuletta
Longo’s Signature Italian Filone Loaf

Metro Brands, g.p.
Irresistibles Naturalia Tourtière 
Irresistibles Organics Lactose-Free Cheese 
Irresistibles Maple Syrup
Irresistibles Fully Cooked Drumstick Style Pork Shank Korean
Irresistibles Chips
Irresistibles Chewy Cookie
Irresistibles Vinegar and Maple Syrup
Irresistibles Ice Cream
Irresistibles Pie
Irresistibles Baked Deep Dish Pie 1KG
Juice Blend
Irresistibles Organics Chicken

Rexall Pharmacy Group LTD
Nosh & Co. Premium Artisanal Shortbread Cookies

Save-On-Foods
Western Family Salad Kits
Western Family Organic Kombucha
Western Family Fully Cooked Smokies

Sobeys
Compliments Naturally Simple Ancient Grain-Coated Chicken Breast
Chunks
Sensations by Compliments Milk & Dark Chocolate Almond Dates
Compliments Gluten Free Cookie Dough
Sensations by Compliments Cold Brew Coffee
Compliments Naturally Simple Seed and Ancient Grain Blend
Compliments Naturally Simple Veggie Burgers

Walmart Canada
Our Finest Festive Collection Naturally Flavoured Coffee K-Cup pods
Great Value Pretzel Coated Chicken Fingers

Private Label Non Food
Canadian Tire Corporation
CANVAS Marseille Fireplace
CANADIAN SIGNATURE FRY PAN
NOMA Advanced Constant-Lit C6 LED Christmas String Lights
Yardworks 12A Leaf Blower/Vacuum with AeroForce Technology

Metro Brands, g.p.
Irresistibles Dog Treats

Mondou
Vetdiet dental chews
Vetdiet dog snacks

PetSmart Canada
Beaver Canoe Apparel

Rexall Pharmacy Group LTD
Kit 3 in 1 Sponge

Walmart Canada
Special Kitty Scoopable multicat Tight clumping cat litter
Parent’s Choice Diaper Pail Refills
Equate Whey Protein powder

Baby Gourmet Foods Inc.
Baby Gourmet- Shakers Nutritional

Beverage

Carlton Cards
Sweet Eats

Hain-Celestial Canada, ULC.
Jason® Dry Spray Deodorant
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Kosher certified products present an
opportunity for retailers to expand
their product lines, build their

community and respond to dietary-con-
scious consumers. According
to Richard Rabkin, managing
director, COR-Kasruth Council
of Canada, over the past 10
years kosher food has consis-
tently shown a 10 per cent,
year to year, growth, which
has been attributed to the
increased demand for kosher
products by the non-Jewish
population.  In fact, only 14
per cent of kosher consumers
purchase the product for
religious reasons. “Compliance

with the kosher certification provides
assurance of food safety, purity and clean-
liness for some consumers,” says Michelle
Teodero, global food science analyst, Mintel. 

At bare minimum, Rabkin
suggests stocking niche
products, including Kosher
grape juice and matzah, to
demonstrate the retailers
interest in providing for their
kosher community. At the
same time, retailers can
broaden the section by
appealing to the non-Jewish
consumer with commonly
purchased products that
include the additional benefit
of a kosher designation. “25

out of 27 of our cheeses, which are
available in several formats including
traditional blocks, shredded and pre-sliced,
are certified kosher by the Orthodox
Union,” says Jason Brandes, director,
marketing and innovation, Bothwell
Cheese.  Each aspect of Bothwell’s cheese
production is supervised by one of three
full-time mashgiach. 
The value in traditional advertising should

not be taken for granted, particularly, when
retailers use photographs of both the
product and the certification. “Include ads
in the weekly flyer or merchandise kosher
pairing suggestions to help make the

KOSHER FOODS

By Anne-Marie Hardie

The Kosher 
Connection Strict Guidelines Provide Reassurance

to Ingredient 
Sensitive Consumers 

Richard Rabkin, managing
director, COR-Kasruth
Council of Canada

Safeway Glenmore Landing 
turned to their customer base for
insights on their kosher section.
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As soon as babies are born parents
fret about making the right deci-
sions for them. How often should

my baby be eating? When do I start giving
them baby cereal? What solid food do I
start with first? While the answers to
those questions vary by parent, one
choice that seems to be getting made by a
lot of families is going organic. 
The global organic baby food market

reached a value of US$ 5.4 billion in
2017 and is expected to reach a value of
US$ 10 billion by 2023, according to a
report by ResearchAndMarkets.com, the
world’s largest market research store.

This is due in part to parent’s health
concerns about what they are putting
into their young children’s bodies, but
also because much of the innovation in
function and flavours coming out of this
growing category.
“Consumers (and moms in particular)

are seeking more natural and organic
products. Products that focus on purity
and nutritionally dense ingredients are
most in demand by parents,” explains Erin
Grosberg, senior brand manager for Love
Child Organics, which sells a range of
organic meals and snacks for babies and
toddlers. “As more millennials enter
parenthood, foodie influenced recipes and
on-trend ingredients will continue to make
their way into the baby food category.” 
Grosberg points to some of Love Child

Organics most popular products, including
their Superblends range of pouch purees
which contain superfoods such as quinoa,
acerola and a combination of fruits and
vegetables, and Oaty Chomps, gluten-free,
toddler-sized snack bars that contain oats,
chia, a medley of fruit and vegetables,
and sweetened with dates. The company
also recently launched Lil’ Shakes, Canada’s
first organic nutritional beverage for kids
aged one-10,  fortified with non-GMO
vitamins and minerals.
Products that parents typically buy

for themselves, such as ancient grains,
more unique ingredients like kale/fig/

pomegranate/legumes, are certainly becoming
popular for babies, agrees Paddy Murphy of
Gerber, one of the most recognized brands
in baby food.
This June the company will launch

15 new organic purees which touch on
some of those trends, like offering a
blend of mango, apple, carrot, and kale.
The new pouches are transparent — a
feature Gerber added after listening to
parents who stated they want to see the
nutrition they’re giving their baby —
and have a Smart Flow™ spout. 
“[Parents told us] they wanted to

control the flow so it doesn’t spill out
everywhere on the child or on the floor.
The new opening size is customized based
on each puree, so it helps control the
flow and provide the appropriate amount
per squeeze, so that the puree nutrition
gets in their tummy not on the floor,”
explains Murphy.

From little to big
Even if parents know they want to feed

their baby organic, it’s still not always
clear what products they should be giving
them and when. Murphy suggests retailers
block products by age/stage — something
that’s made easier by the brand’s milestone
icons on the packaging.

“For the retailers, having products
organized by stage (6+ months, 8+ months,
12+ months…), then blocked by brand
within each category will help to make
the shopping experience easier for new
parents,” suggests Murphy.
This can also help keep parents in the

baby aisle longer. For example, Love Child
Organics’ snacking range is built around
toddlers but Lil Shakes were created for
kids up to 10 years old.
“While retailers ultimately control their

planogram set, our recommendation would
always be to build out a strong vertical
brand block to facilitate shelf navigation.
What has been successful in other markets
(such as in the UK) has been the evolution
of the baby aisle into a children’s aisle,
allowing brands to extend their lines to
older children and to make it easier for
parents to find healthy kid-friendly products
in the grocery store,” states Grosberg.
Off-shelf displays are also an important

merchandising strategy, particularly with
retailers who have limited shelf space
within the aisle. Not only do they promote
cross-segment purchases — for example
having a wire rack of baby food pouches
adjacent to diapers and toys will help
build baskets — but also serve as a
reminder for parents.  ●
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shopping experience easier for
the kosher consumer,” says
Brandes. “And, educate your
staff on which products are
kosher so that they can respond
to consumers questions.”
Before launching their

kosher section, Doug Felker,
store manager, Safeway Glenmore Landing,
turned to their consumer base for their
insights.  “We developed a questionnaire
for our customers to share their requests,“
says Felker. “We also worked with our
merchandising team in Ontario and Quebec
to source products that were considered
top sellers.” The result was nearly 800
kosher items sourced from across Canada.
The needs of the kosher consumer are

extremely varied. To help understand the
needs of his community, Marat Dreyshner,
kosher manager, Loblaws Superstore,
Vancouver, uses several online tools
including a WhatsApp Group for over 50
orthodox families, and his Facebook page,
Team Kosher.  These connections helped
determine 200 additional products for
Passover season while also developing the
store, and Dreyshner himself, as a valued

resource for the kosher community.
“Having someone that knows kosher
products on your staff, especially during
the holiday periods, adds value,“ says
Dreyshner. “It’s someone that these
consumers can trust to respond to their
questions and listen to their feedback.”
The demand for kosher certified products

continues to draw interest both from the
Orthodox Jewish community, and those
consumers, that feel reassured by the
strict guidelines of kosher certification.
Retailers can maximize kosher certified
sales through staff education and investing
in understanding the needs of their local
community to stock the products that
they are seeking. ●

BABY PRODUCTS

By Carly Peters

Good from the Start
Organic baby food leads the category 
in innovation and growth

Marat Dreyshner, kosher
manager, Loblaws Super-
store, Vancouver

Bothwell Cheese’s production is supervised
by one of three full-time mashgiach.

Courtesy of Shutterstock
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BABY FOOD

Recommended by nutritionists
For parents who really care
Certified organic
Allergen free

Follow us!

Unique state of the art process

Private Label manufacturing available

25 years of know-how

THE ART OF MAKING 
BABY FOOD

For more information:
sale@motherhen.ca

www.lamerepoule.ca
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Running a profitable grocery store
means keeping a lid on shoplifting,
employee theft, vendor shorting

and fraudulent customer claims. And now
add in cyber threats. Indeed, it is not too
far off the mark to say grocers are under
daily siege either from organized crime,
hackers or just petty thieves.
According to Ravinder Sangha, marketing

manager, Halo Metrics, “Organized crime
remains an issue for all retailers including
grocers. These teams of professionally
organized thieves can hit several stores in
a geographical area to grab the items on
their shoplifting list. The items they steal
are either shipped internationally for resale
or are resold in the local market online, in
underground stores, or even at smaller
legitimate retail locations.” 
Issues have also evolved with technology,

particularly theft at self checkout kiosks.
“To save on labour and possibly create
options for speeding up queues the result
has also seen spikes in theft here.  Some
studies have said this has dehumanized the
process and resulted in thieves thinking its
okay to steal because they are dealing with
machines or it’s the store’s fault for making
the shopper do extra work at the checkout.”  

What is the scope of 
the problem?
According to the most recent estimates

from the Retail Council of Canada, retailers
are losing about $4 billion a year to shrink,
which equates to an average estimated loss

of $10.8 million per shopping day. Reported
shrink rates were between 0.4 per cent in
the low range and 2.19 per cent at the
high range of net sales with an average
shrink rate of 1.04 per cent of net sales.
Of this, employee theft stands at about 33
per cent and costs about $1.4 billion dollars. 
More difficult to measure is the repu-

tational cost of cyber attacks. All one
must do is remember the data breach at
Target and the legal and reputational
damage it did. Grocery stores have been
hit with several suits by their customers
in recent years after a cyberattack leads
to a theft of customer financial infor-
mation. Not only do grocery stores face
the same cyberthreats that other retailers
face, however, they also have tremendous
financial capital at risk if a significant
event disturbs refrigeration or inventory
systems, which can easily happen with a
determined hacker. 
Data breaches and cyber security aside,

the bigger and more mundane issue is
product theft. “In terms of top items stolen
in grocery stores,” says Sangha, “it still is
meat and cheese.  Grocers with general
merchandise in their mix will also experience
high theft issues with razor blades, infant

formula, cosmetics, Tide Pods, teeth
whitening products, batteries, and family
planning products to name a few.”
Grocers can combat shrinkage through

a variety of means. A proper video
surveillance and CCTV system is the most
effective weapon in the grocery store
owner’s arsenal but how well it serves them
depends on getting the right system, and
the right components in the right places.
Install wide viewing cameras on the ceiling
and in corners to get a sweeping view of
the area. Try night vision security cameras
for parking lots, loading areas, and around
the outside of the building. Cover POS and
other sensitive areas with video surveillance.
Install at least one pan-tilt-zoom camera
to have the best possible view and control.
A well-established solution is a security

gate. Unlike a camera system that you do
not necessarily have the payroll to watch
live, these systems are now a common
feature in most grocery stores that stand
guard always.
Another option are security tags

attached to products. “Retailers have
experienced success when police have
been able to recover stolen products by
being able to identify the store from which
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Can you tell me a little bit about your 
current lineup of baby products for 
Western Canadian grocery?
First of all, all our baby products are made

based on nutritionist recommendations.
Indeed, we make them like you would make
them at home, i.e. using the freshest
ingredients available. We then flash freeze
the products to keep all the nutrients that
are important for our babies’ healthy growth
and development. Nowadays, parents have less
kids than 20 years ago and they want to offer
them the best food products. Our Organic and All-
Natural line of products are divided into four groups: fruits,
vegetables, meats and junior meals.
We also offer a range of meals with thicker and chunky

textures to facilitate the transition to regular foods. Ex: chicken
cacciatore, lamb with fruit, pasta bolognese, veal stew.
We have 25 years of know-how in making the best all

natural and organic baby food that taste good! Not all baby
food products taste good and we indeed make the best tasting
and the cleanest label baby food products in the market. Our
Motto is “Not in Your kitchen? Not in our products.”
Today we only sell in Eastern Canada. However, we had lots

of parents asking for our products and we are now ready to
expand to Western Canada with either our branded products
or with private label ones.

How is the baby food and toddler food category
fairing in terms of consumption and sales?
Are there certain sub-categories that are 
seeing greater growth than others? 
(e.g. organic or natural)

The challenge with baby food is that we need to renew our
clientele every six to nine months. So, this makes it very hard
for the baby food companies to build a strong and reliable
clientele.
Baby food is largely dominated by the shelf stable Items in

jars or pouches because of the low prices. The pros are that
these products are convenient and very affordable. The cons

are that they are sterilized (overheated to a point where the
good nutrients are destroyed) and do not taste good. 

How can retailers better merchandize the 
baby food category?

We have a unique way to merchandise our products with a
freezer to facilitate parents in their purchase. This has become
a trademark for product quality amongst the families that
trust our brand.
The best way to differentiate in the competitive retail

market is to offer high end organic or natural baby food
under the store brand. Store brands are supported by their
retailers and they can retain their core customer base and
build stronger loyalty.
With social media, retailers can advertise their new line of

baby food that is healthy, tasty and easy to use. Talk about
the health benefits of the product itself in terms of nutrients,
vitamins, taste, etc. and highlight  what can be done with
these products such as having fun with some inventive recipes
that pleases the toddlers as well as parents.  
Although baby food can seem to be a small category, market

analysis has shown that for parents buying baby food, basket
sizes are most of the time above average. ●

SECURITY

By Frank Yeo

FEELING 
GROCERY STORES AND SECURITY
SECURE
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“Not in your kitchen?   
Not in our products.”

Western Grocer recently spoke with Mother Hen’s Director of Sales, Patrick Veaudry 
to discuss their line of baby products that is expanding into Western Canada.

Q&A



these items came from.  This has been
done by using security labels or tags that
have the retailers brand and or store
number printed on them,” says Sangha.  
Beyond these electronics devices, retailers

can adopt other methods and products to
reduce shrinkage in critical areas such as
general merchandise and cosmetics. Michael
Vogler at Marketing Impact, who works
with retailers such as Metro, Walmart,
Sobeys and Shoppers, says that while “we

will never end store theft”, there are ways
to deter thieves. The company offers their
patented Shaver system, shelf mounted
lock box, alarmed flip door, sliding shield
system and shelf dividers “to stop the
sweeping of a product from shelves.”
In assessing the extent of shrinkage in

your store it is important to understand
overall shopper behaviour. “As our
technology has evolved we are now
delivering instore visitor analytics that

provide insights about the instore customer
journey.  Retailers are now able to use our
solutions to understand this customer
behaviour to optimize staff scheduling,
store layout, promotion placement and to
measure the success of marketing initiatives.
We call this new technology Ripple Metrics.” 
Sangha suggests, however, that we

should not rely too heavily on technology.
“Good customer service from friendly staff
always is the best deterrent for theft.
When we allow automation to take over

we lose this and cause other issues and
perhaps the real answer is to have a
balanced approach when it comes to the
use of technology.” ●
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With today’s more adventurous palates, herbs and
spices are enjoying their day in the sun. “The
spice category continues to have strong growth

in Canada, with +five per cent growth in 2017 and +six
per cent growth so far in 2018,” says Cheryl Radisa,
vice-president marketing for McCormick Canada. 
In its report Sauces, Dressings and Condiments in

Canada, Euromonitor International attributes interest
in spices largely to increasing popularity of ethnic
cuisines, a trend showing no signs of stopping. 
According to Technomic, overall consumption of ethnic

foods is high in Canada, especially with younger
consumers. Nearly half (47 per cent) of all foodservice
orders include ethnic foods and flavours, according to

Technomic. Technomic’s report also suggests that
21 per cent of Canadians are preparing ethnic foods
more frequently at home over two years ago — driven
in part by younger cooks. 
Adventurous, younger cooks.
“Retailers should be offering a range of spices and a

good selection of spice blends to help millennials, who
are driven by diverse flavour and international cuisines
to elevate their cooking,” says Radisa. 
“The demand for spices is growing as, yes, people are

getting more adventurous with trying new recipes with
the ease of access to recipes on the internet,” says Colleen
Haussecker, CEO of Splendor Garden, Canadian Organic
Spice and Herb Co. Inc, based in Watson, Saskatchewan. 
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SPICES

By Carolyn Camilleri

Keeping Up with 

Spice Trends
CANADIAN CONSUMERS ARE GETTING SAVVIER AND MORE ADVENTUROUS ABOUT HERBS AND SPICES
AS FLAVOURINGS, BUT THEY’RE ALSO TURNING TO THE DRIED SPICE AISLE FOR HEALTH REASONS.

Courtesy of Shutterstock

Lorex Launches a Full Range of 4K Security NVRs
Lorex has introducted a line of 4K security Network Video Recorders, or NVRs. These

recorders, available online, drastically improve the sharpness and clarity of security
footage, and will ultimately offer the best chance to capture usable evidence should an
incident or intrusion occur. 

How much better is 4K? Well, a lot. 1080p full HD resolution typically has a pixel ratio
of 1920 x 1080. That’s 2,073,600 pixels. These NVRs, on the other hand, can record a
pixel ratio of 3840 x 2160 - that’s 8,294,400 pixels! That’s over four times as many pix-
els. This higher pixel count is especially important for security monitoring, as it allows
for much greater digital zooms. So if there is something of interest deep in the dis-
tance, the image won’t blur together as quickly as the digital zoom is applied. This is
simply because there are many more pixels available.   Moreover, these NVRs can
record 4K resolution at a real-time 30 frames-per-second rate. This ensures smooth
on-screen movement that doesn’t miss a moment. 

Marketing Impact notes that items such as the
shelf mounted lock box can help deter thieves.

How Many Shoppers Do You See?
Did you say 1 or 11?

A POS transaction report would 
indicate one transaction and a 

CCTV video analytics report 
would indicate eleven people 
were on the sales �oor.  Both 

would paint the wrong picture 
about shopper tra�c on the 

�oor.

TRUcount = 7 shoppers
Ripple, powered by Halo Metrics, 
provides accurate and anoymous 

insights about the the in-store 
customer journey. 

Learn about our TRUcount feature 
which �lters out sta� and other non 

shoppers for the most accurate 
measure of  shopper tra�c in your 

store. 

 Visit ripplemetrics.com to learn 
more. 
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to be a key segment, driving category
growth at +43 per cent, a figure drawn
from Nielsen Markettrack December-
September 16, 2017.  
Todd McDonald, grocery manager at

Blind Bay Village Grocer in Blind Bay,
B.C., says the fact that Splendor Garden
is a Western Canadian company draws a
lot of interest from his customers. 
“We call it a local company because it’s

Western Canada, and because of that,
number one, people are interested in it,”
says McDonald. “And then second, it’s
surprising how many people from
Saskatchewan live here.”
While organic, sustainably-sourced, and

local are key considerations in product
selection, consumers recognize the benefits
of dried products over fresh. 
“They are long-lasting yet maintain bold

flavours throughout their shelf-life and
offer greater variety over fresh herbs,”
says Radisa. 
Haussecker concurs, adding that the

difference in demand between fresh and
dried products is not significant.
“Dried herbs are more readily available

and generally there is not enough of a
difference for the day-to-day consumer
to specifically use fresh herbs over dried,”
says Haussecker. 
In-store merchandising, display, and

signage are key to promoting spice sales,

Radisa adds, as one in three shoppers
decide to purchase their herbs and spices
in store. “Shelf placement and engaging
visual cues are important as they provide
a strong opportunity to inspire at shelf
to drive purchase,” says Radisa. 
Haussecker recommends placing the

small displays in, for example, the meat
department. Clip strips can work well close
at the check-out for seasonal spices, herbs,
and seasonings. 

“Retailers can promote the season they
are in and what consumers are likely to
be cooking. Have herbs and spices in stock
that pair well with meats or fresh
vegetables in the summer and fall when
people are grilling. In the winter, promote
for the holiday seasons and baking with
spices like cinnamon, ginger, and cumin.”
When you think about the role herbs

and spices play in today’s biggest trends
— ethnic cuisine, health and wellness,
organic and sustainable, and local — it
pays to add a little spice to more of the
decisions you make about your store.  ●
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Haussecker says the most popular ethnic
cuisines are those with spice: Chinese,
Indian, Thai, and Vietnamese. “Splendor
Garden’s most recent new ethnic
seasonings, like the Moroccan rub and
Cajun blackening rub, are very popular,
while our Curry Powder and Garam Masala
will always be ethnic favourites.” 

Radisa says McCormick Canada is also
seeing a growing demand for ethnic
flavours. “And we are meeting these
demands by introducing global-inspired
flavours such as Club House Smoked
Paprika, Club House Turmeric, and
McCormick Gourmet Garam Masala.” 
But ethnic cuisine is not the only factor

boosting spice sales. The Euromonitor
report revealed a renewed focus on
reducing salt as part of the health and
wellness trend. 
“New cooks are entering the category

and are looking for easy ways to enhance
the flavour of their meals. Herbs and spices
are a great, healthy solution to this
because no additional fats,
salts, or sugar are required,”
says Radisa. 
She lists the use of spices

and herbs as antioxidants
and health support for
stomach upsets, metabolism,
inflammation, fighting
bacteria, heart disease, and
pain. Products currently in

the health spotlight include turmeric,
cinnamon, ginger, cumin, garlic, pepper,
and curry — spices also used in many
ethnic recipes. 
“We’re finding consumers and shoppers

are increasingly looking for ‘good for
you,’ organic, responsibly sourced products
and suggest retailers capitalize on these

trends by increasing their
organic spice offerings from
brands that offer the highest-
quality and purest herbs and
spices,” says Radisa, adding
that organic spices continue

McCormick Canada notes that retailers need
to offer a range of spices and spice blends.

Club House’s Smoked Paprika and
Turmeric from McCormick Canada
are globe-inspired flavours meeting
the demand for ethnic flavours.

Splendor Garden offers an array of ethnic
seasonings including Moroccan rub, Cajun
blackening rub, curry powder and garam
masala.  Splendor Garden recommends
cross-merchandising spice displays to 
promote the season. 
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Astrong entrepreneurial spirit and
facility for innovation are key
reasons why British Columbia’s

food industry is faring well in 2018 —
despite Vancouver’s horrendous real
estate prices, the on-going problems
associated with lack of labour, and fierce
competition that is fundamentally
changing the retail landscape.
In B.C.’s distinct favour is a strong retail

sector overall: Statistics Canada last year
reported sales in the province climbing at
a faster pace — almost three percent
greater — than the nation as a whole; it
also estimated that the average B.C.
household spends about $8,200 a year, or
almost $700 a month, on food, with $5,700
of that figure purchased from stores.
This greatly benefits the province’s food

and beverage manufacturing industry,
which grew to $9.8 billion in 2016

compared to $9.1 billion the previous year,
according to James Donaldson, CEO of the
BC Food Processors Association. “We’ve
been enjoying substantial growth since
2007,” he says. 
However, it’s no secret that

the traditional grocery retailers’
share of the Canadian food
market is dropping, while food
sales at general merchandisers
is rising — with online
shopping from powerhouses like
Amazon and Walmart poised to
dominate this venue and
change the concept of grocery
shopping for good.
In this context, it’s not

surprising that 2018 began
dismally for grocers in B.C., when the union
representing Safeway workers announced
that the chain’s owner, Sobeys, would be

closing 10 Greater Vancouver stores. Critics
noted that Safeway had been struggling
for years to adopt to B.C.’s increasingly
diverse customer base, with many stores

being the wrong size and prices
being too high — no match
for the rise of grocers such as
Fruiticana, which targets a
largely South Asian market but
also attracts other ethnic
customers, and U.S.-based
Whole Foods, which has become
a significant player in high
income neighbourhoods.
In April, Safeway announced

that five locations in Vancouver,
Burnaby and Coquitlam will
close for good in July, and the

five other locations might remain open
pending a new collective agreement but
will be converted to the FreshCo brand,

BC FOOD REPORT

By Robin Brunet

Making Gains, 
Regardless
Despite many challenges, B.C.’s food industry continues to prosper 

James Donaldson,
CEO, BC Food Proces-
sors Association

Courtesy of Shutterstock
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Splendor Garden Introduces 
Organic Gluten Free Oats

Splendor Garden
is now marketing
oats where every
step in their supply
line, from growth
through processing,
is monitored. “Having
gluten-free oats that are also organic further assures customers that
our products are non-genetically modified (non-GMO)”, says Colleen
Haussecker, company founder.   
Contact 855-700-8219 or e-mail sales@splendorgarden.com

Loacker Blueberry Yogurt

Just in time for summer, a new
addition to the wafer cookie line-
up, Loacker Blueberry Yogurt
flavour!   The new flavour will be
available in both a 150g sandwich
format and 220g Quadratini bite
sized wafer cookies.  With hand-
picked blueberries, no added
flavoring, no colourings and no
preservatives, this flavour is…
Pure Goodness!   Drive your summer basket sales with Loacker!

Aurora Pasta
Made in Italy, this slow-dried, bronze die cut

pasta is made with durum wheat semolina.
Certified vegan and Kosher, with its low cooking
times, and high protein content, a 450g pack
feeds a family of four. Presented in a multilingual
packaging, Aurora Pasta is premium pasta at an
affordable price.   Now expanded to 19 cuts!   

Aurora Olives
Olives are one of the tastiest fruits of

the Mediterranean and a great addition to
salads, appetizers and charcuterie plates.
Aurora Introduces Authentic Olives and
Lupini from Italy!   With seven varieties to
choose from, we can help you drive your
olive category sales.      

Italian Heritage Month
Celebrate Italian Heritage Month this June with Authentic Italian

products from Aurora!   As the exclusive food sponsor for Italian
heritage month, Aurora brings you authentic premium Italian brands to
help your customers with their backyard entertaining needs!   Heat up
your sales with Aurora. 

Breyers delights
Now Available in
Canada 

After launching in the U.S. in July of 2017, Breyers delights are now
coming to Canada in three flavours. Made with Canadian milk and
cream and 16g of protein per pack!

Flavours include: Vanilla Bean; Cookie & Cream; Creamy Chocolate
http://promo.breyers.ca/en-ca/delights/ for more information

Mann Packing Rolls Out Fresh 
Veggie Noodles and Veggie 
Rice Products

Mann Packing Company has
launched its first complete line of
fresh Veggie Noodles and Veggie
Rice. The company is now offering
a full line of standalone veggie
noodle products including Butter-
nut Squash “Rotini”, Kohlrabi
“Linguine”, and Sweet Potato
“Fettuccine”. Mann’s veggie noodles
feature unique, chef-inspired cuts that work perfectly as a pasta-swap. 

which calls itself “the discount banner
of Sobeys.”
A prominent B.C. grocer who requested

anonymity told Western Grocer that
Safeway’s closures were entirely expected.
“Sobey’s underestimated brand loyalty
when it came out west,” he says. “It
brought in its own house brands with a
complete disregard to consumer pre-
ferences, even though in B.C. you
absolutely must respond to shoppers’
wants. Pattison understands this implicitly,
and it’s why his empire continues to grow.”
The retailer is referring to billionaire

Jim Pattison, chairman of Vancouver-based
Jim Pattison Group, which owns  Save-On
Foods, Buy-Low Foods, PriceSmart Foods,
and Urban Fare. Plus, with the ownership
of Choices Markets, Nesters Markets, and
Meinhardt Fine Foods, Pattison’s cor-
poration provides consumers with a host
of options in small stores, large stores,
and specialty stores, across the province.

He says, “Pattison is the last of the
independent, local players, and in addition
to satisfying shoppers’ needs he’s loyal to
employees. It’s a winning combination.” 
Plus, being locally-based,

Pattison’s corporation has a
strong finger on the pulse of
regional tastes and market con-
ditions — something American
giants like Costco and Amazon
can’t hope to replicate, despite
muscling their way into the
B.C. grocery scene.
As for food and beverage

manufacturing, James Donaldson
notes that even though the
sector currently employs 36,900
people in about 2,600 esta-
blishments, “Access to labour both skilled
and unskilled remains a big challenge,
especially considering our industry is
growing. Plus, Greater Vancouver’s cost
of living has continued to rise, and

companies seeking commercial space in
outlying areas have to look long and
hard for available land.”
Michelle Koski, executive director for

the Investment Agriculture Foundation of
B.C., adds, “As is the case with BC Food
Processors Association members, there is
a lot of innovation going on in the agri-
food business, with ethnic, organic, and
allergen-free products being our strong
suits and gaining more and more
recognition abroad.”
“But definitely, labour is our number

one issue and we continue to work with
government and the education sector to
develop solutions. Access to capital is
another area of concern: our food industry
is characterized by many small companies
developing popular niche products,
and accessing capital from traditional
financial institutions in order to grow
further is a challenge.” 
On that score, Donaldson’s organization

is developing a reputation for matching
its members with angel investors. “BCFPA

launched the Funding Food
program, which connects
members to the investments
community. At our first pitch
event in February, we had 14
members deliver pitches to a
packed house of early stage
investors, and it’s a program
we intend to further pursue,”
he says.
It seems that the more B.C.’s

food industry changes, the
more its participants dig in
their heels and find new ways

to prosper. While consolidation in the
retail sector and attracting workers in the
processing sectors are perpetual worries,
for 2018 at least, the can-do spirit
predominates. ●

Save-On Foods is part of the Vancouver-based Jim Pattison Group.

Michelle Koski, execu-
tive director, Invest-
ment Agriculture
Foundation of B.C.

Canada’s Fastest-Growing Hummus
Brand Gets a Fresh Makeover

Sabra Canada, is leaping into spring with
an updated look.Sabra has updated its
logo and has unveiled a packaging
redesign for its entire product line, adding
a restyled label design and original on-
pack photography highlighting the fresh,
plantbased ingredients in Sabra products.
Kelly Freeman, Marketing Manager, Sabra Canada,
says, “It was important to us to evolve and commu-
nicate visually with consumers in-store and on-pack.
Sabra’s brand personality really shines through in this
redesign, with fresh ingredients front-and-centre and a
Sabra chickpea evoking the warmth at the heart of the
Mediterranean. We believe the new designs truly enhance flavour
expectations and depict the nourishing food inside the package.”
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Consumers are increasingly concerned about the source of
the products they purchase. Not only do they desire more
local products, with less environmental impact, they also

want to be assured that ethical standards are being met in their
production and distribution.
Stacey Toews of Level Ground Trading is someone passionate

about helping consumers purchase ethically sourced products.
“I think consumers want to see their money/purchases

promote positive change. People often believe that when they
embrace an ethical product their choice promotes more good
being done in the world.” 
But what exactly qualifies as an ethically sourced

product?
For Toews, finding a definition can be a

challenge. “Definitions of ‘what is ethical’
are very diverse.” 
Ethics, he says, are a spectrum. 
While it includes fair trade products,

“I think the market extends beyond
Fair Trade. Until recently the definition of
Fair Trade has only included products
produced in third world nations. That’s
changing now and groups like World Fair Trade
Organization (WFTO) and Fair Trade Federation
(FTF) are looking at including products sourced
from marginalized groups in developed nations — this
would first off include products from First Nations groups or
people with disabilities.”
Toews says it is necessary to dispense with simplistic

assumptions. “We cannot presume that the size of a company
determines its moral compass. Some may quickly assume ‘big is
bad’ but... big may mean ‘efficient, intentional and highly
ethical’. On the flipside, big may mean ‘controlling, monopolistic
and ethically bankrupt.”
Many businesses, he says, are striving to do better and be

better; some far more than others.
“So, rather than assuming a brand is or is not ethical — let’s

more fairly reason that each is unique and likely many are
striving to better position themselves on the spectrum and
gain favour in the market.”
There are essentially three areas of a company’s operations

which can be an excellent means to determine where they land
on an ‘ethical spectrum’. 
“We like to call it the Three-Legged Stool: social,

environmental, and local.”
On the first score, “How were people directly affected and

paid in the making of a product? This can be a complex
question to answer, but at Level Ground we’ve committed to
posting how much we pay to producers.”
For the environmental piece, “How sustainable are the

resources used to bring this product
to market? What were the effects on
air quality, soil fertility, water, and
wildlife habitat? At Level Ground, we

source sustainably farmed foods from
small-scale farmers, promoting organic

practices. We’ve thoughtfully innovated a
compostable package, pay staff to bicycle to work,

and have operated landfill-free for 14 years!”
In terms of local impact “How does the business influence

its locale with its operations and interaction with staff,
neighbours, and community? At Level Ground, this comes in
the forms of matching staff contributions to ethical RRSP,
recycling solutions, partnership with local groups that align
with our values, and innovated revolutionary emissions control
for coffee roasting.” 
In the end, he says, what a business does is only valuable if

they can prove it. 
“All ethical actions need to have a foundation of transparency.

As members of the Fair Trade Federation, we are part of a
cohort of businesses who commit to following, improving, and
being audited on, nine areas of business.” 
For Toews, retailers can play an important part in

communicating better about ethically sourced products
“Consumers are starting to catch on to words without

substance; such as ‘natural’ and ‘ethical’. These are vague terms
with a lack of backing behind them. Retailers do well when
they offer explanations or choose words that convey real
substance. When retailers offer communications around “Fair
Trade” or “local” or “sustainably produced” more value is given
to the customers. By creating a space that fosters transparency,
retailers win. So, keep it simple, clear, and real.”  ●

Taking it to the Next Level

Stacey Toews (left), Level Ground Trading
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